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Synopsis 

The general entropy balance equation for a rotating system containing a 

mixture of (charged and uncharged) components is calculated and the 

influence of centrifugal force and Coriolis force on the entropy production 

is considered.’ 

From the general formalism the equations for mechanical equilibrium 

are derived. As a further specification of this case, S v e d b e r g’s equa- 

tions for the determination of molecular masses of uncharged particles are 

derived, viz., the equation for the sedimentation equilibrium and (intro- 

ducing the boundary condition of vanishing volume flow) the equation for 

the sedimentation rate in the ultracentrifuge. A proper definition of the 

diffusion coefficient is given. 

9 1. Introduction. In a recent paper D e G r o o t, M a z u r and 
0 v e r b e e k 1) have discussed the theory of rotating systems and 
studied the sedimentation potential and the electrophoresis from 
the point of view of the thermodynamics of irreversible processes2)3). 
For this case several simplifications could be made. Thus, concentra- 
tion and temperature gradients were neglected. 

In this paper we want to discuss some aspects of the theory 
without making the assumptions quoted above. In particular, we 
want to include concentration gradients, upon the formation of 
which the determination of molecular masses in the ultracentrifuge 
is based. Detailed considerations concerning temperature gradients 
will not be given since in actual experiments they are avoided by all 
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available means, as they would cause convection currents and so 
invalidate the results in the centrifuge. We will therefore only give 
the basic equations for this case even though the theory of such 
systems should logically follow as an extension of the theory of 
thermal diffusion 3), taking the centrifugal force into account. 

9 2. The fundamental equations. We consider a system rotating 
with a constant angular velocity o. Fixed to the system we choose a 
right-handed Cartesian coordinate system. The state variables of the 
system are supposed to be continuous functions of space coordinates 
and of time. The system is composed of n non-reacting components 
(labelled k = 1, 2, . . . , n), m of which carry electrical charges ek per 
unit mass (k = 1, 2, . . . , m) whereas e,“,, = . . . = e,, = 0. The 
entropy balance is derived from the four following fundamental 
equations (see also “) “)). 

I. The law of conservation of mass. If ek is the 
density of component k (mass per unit volume), a/at the local time 
derivative and v, the velocity of substance k, this law can be written 

a&at = - div Q,v,. (1) 

Introducing the total density 

e=z,e,= l/v (4 

(with ZJ the specific volume) and the centre of mass velocity 

v = & @kV,)/& (3) 

and with the help of the barycentric substantial time derivative 

dldt = a/at + v. grad (9 

and the flow of substance k with respect to v 

Jk = edvk - v), (5)) 
one can write the balance equation (1) in the alternative form 

de,/dt = - ek div v - div J,. (61 

From (3) and (5) it follows that 

2; J, = 0. (7) 

Summed over all substances k equation (6) thus leads to 

dejdt = L vm2 dvldt = - Q div v (8) 
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and finally, with cR = Q~/Q the mass fraction of k, to 

Q dcJdt = - div J,. (9) 

II. T h e f o r c e 1 a w  (conservation of momentum) reads in the 
present case if viscous forces are not taken into account 

Q dvldt = - grad P f CF ek Fk, (10) 

where P is the pressure and F, the external force on component k per 
unit mass, consisting of the centrifugal force, the Coriolis force and 
the electric force 

F, = (0’1. + 2~~~0 + ek E. (11) 

Here r is the distance from the axis of rotation, E the electric field 
strength and A stands for vectorial multiplication. 

III. The law of conservation of energy reads 

ed($v” + u)/dt = - div (Pv + J4) + C, ek F, . vk. (12) 
Here ZL is the internal specific energy and J, the heat flow given by 

- div J, = Q dqldt, (13) 

where dq is the heat supplied to the unit of mass of the mixture. 
IV. The second 1 a w  (Gibbs’ equation) is 

T dsldt = dzlldt + P dvldt - Zk ~1~ dc,/dt, (14) 

where T is the temperature, s the specific entropy and ,u~ the chemi- 
cal potential (partial specific Gibbs function) of k. 

9 3. The entropy balance. This equation follows from (8), (9), 
(lo), (12), (14) and can be written as 

Q clsldt = - div J, + cr, (15) 
where 

TJ, = J, - C, ,LL~ J,, (16) 

Ta = J;X, + C, J,.X, r 0, (17) 
with 

X, = - (grad T)/T, (18) 

X, = Fz - T grad (,L~~/T). (19) 

Equation (15) has the form of a balance equation in which J, is 
the.flow of entropy and (T is the source strength of the entropy pro- 
duction caused by the irreversible processes. In (17) Ta is seen to be 
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a sum of products of “fluxes” J, and J, and of “forces” X, and X,. 
In thermodynamics of irreversible processes linear relationships 
between the’components of the fluxes and forces are introduced. To 
these relations, which are called phenomenological equations, we 
shall return in subsequent sections. 

$ 4. The centrifugal force, the Coriolis force and the entropy pro- 
duction. From (1 1) and ( 19) the explicit contributions of the c&tri- 
fugal force and the Coriolis force to the entropy production (17) can 
be calculated. The first is 02r* C, J, which vanishes according to 
(7). The second is 

= 0 + 2C,pkvk-vr\o = 2ev*Vr\w = 0, (20) 

where (3) and (5) h ave been used. It is thus formally proved that 
neither the centrifugal force nor the Coriolis force gives any explicit 
contribution to the entropy production (this reversible character is 
as is to be expected for motion under the influence of a purely 
mechanical force). 

However, from this result it cannot be concluded that these forces 
do not give any contribution to the entropy production at all. To 
make this clear we rewrite To from ( 17) with the help of (1 l), using 
also (20), and, choosing T, P and the cR as state variables, we express 
grad ,u~ in the gradients of these variables 

To = {J4 - C, h,J,}*X,+C, Jk*{ ek E - vk grad P- (grad/b,).,,}, (21) 

where h, and vk are the partial specific enthalpy and volume of k, 
respectively. For the case of mechanical equilibrium (dv/dt = 0), 
which is of particular interest, the force law (10) shows the connec- 
tion between grad P and the external forces. It is then seen that in 
this case these forces contribute imfilicilly to To, because they give 
rise to a pressure gradient which appears in the expression (2 1). 

$ 5. The case of mechanical equilibrium and the condition of vanish- 
ing volume flow. The setting up of mechanical equilibrium is a very 
much quicker process than any thermodynamical phenomenon. It 
will virtually be reached as soon as o has attained a constant value. 
We first want to consider this case without making any further 
approximation. 
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A. Mechanical equilibrium. In this case, where 
dv/dt = 0, we can apply a theorem which is due to P r i g o g i n e “) “). 
In order to do this in the general non-isothermal case we perform a 
linear transformation of the fluxes and forces in (17) leaving Ta 
invariant 

To = J;.X; + Z; J;.X;. 

If we choose as new fluxes 

(22) 

5; = J, - C, h, J,, 

J; = J,, 

we find, identifying (17) and (22) 

Xi = X, = - (grad T)/T, 

XL = X, + h, X, = F, - (grad pk)r. 

(24 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

P r i g o g i n e has shown that, assuming mechanical equilibrium 
and using forces and fluxes of the form (23)-(26) (with F, the force 
from the force law (lo)), one can replace the barycentric velocity v 
in the flows J; appearing in (22) by an arbitrary other velocity. 

Let us introduce an arbitrary mean velocity 

vn 3 lqW,Vk, (27) 

where the wk are weight factors, normalized to unity 

z&w, = 1. (28) 

With this velocity we can define the flows 

for which 

holds. 

J”k = Q~(v, - v”), (29) 

Cf wkJ;/e, = 0 (30) 

The use of Ji instead of J; in (22) leads to 

To= J;*X;+Z; J;.{(l --pv,) ( W2r+2vr\o)+(ek--ev,e)E- 

- (fi@ ~&,~h (31) 
where we have applied 

grad pk = - sk grad T + vk grad P + Ci-’ (?/@ci),,,r grad ci, (32) 

(sk being the partial specific entropy of component k) and the condi- 
tion of mechanical equilibrium, 

gradP=eo*r+2evr\o+eeE, (33) 
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derived from (10) and (11); we also have used the equality 

C, J;.v,Aw = C, J;.4 ALO = @(V - v”) - V”AO = 

= @(V - V)*v AO = C, J;.VAO. (34) 

Finally, e stands for the total charge per unit mass 

e=C,c,e,. (35) 

Let us consider some special choices of vn and the relative flows 
(see also 3, “)) : 

a) B a r y c e n t r i c v e 1 o c i t y, wk = cR. This leads to the 
centre of mass velocity v defined already in (3) and to the barycen- 
tric description used in the foregoing sections. 

b) Me an m 01 ar velocity, wk= nk. With M, the molar 
mass of substance k, N, = ek/Mk the molar concentration, N = 
X, N, the molar density and nk = N,/N the mole fraction of k, the 
mean molar velocity is 

VI = C, nk vk. (36) 

With this velocity it is sometimes of advantage to use molar flows 
instead o&mass flows, i.e. 

J&to, = N,(v, - v’“) = Jr/M,, WI 

for which, of course, 

c/s J~,.o, = 0 (38) 

holds, analogous to (7). 
c) M e a n v o 1 u m e v e 1 o c i t y, wk = ekvk. Here we have 

v” = c, Q VkVk, (39) 
and 

c, @k Vk = 1. (40) 

d) Velocity of component i, wi= 1, w,=O (k #i). 
The use of material flows with respect to one of the components is 
of special interest for dilute solutions where one can take the solvent 
for component i. 

The use of P r i g o g i n e’s theorem is not restricted to the intro- 
duction of mean velocities (27). One also could choose a constant 
velocity, e.g. va = 0, thus passing on to absolute flows Q,v,. For this 
choice, equation (31) still holds. 
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B. Vanishing volume flow. From(31)itisseen.that 
at mechanical equilibrium, the entropy production To contains con- 
tributions of the centrifugal force 

Xc, J;.(l - pk) w*r = @(v - v”)w*r, (41) 

of the Coriolis force 

2X, J;.(l - pk) v P.0 = 2@V.V0r\W, (42) 

and of the electrical phenomena 

C, Ji*(e, - pvke) E = (I - ,gev”)*E, (43) 

with v” the mean volume velocity (39), and I the electrical current 

I=C k @k ek vk. (44) 

As a first approximation, one could ?ck@ect all transverse effects, 
thus neglecting the Coriolis force with respect to the centrifugal 
force. This is justified since Iv,1 <or. In practical cases, the 
boundary condition for a liquid confined to a vessel can then be 
expressed by the vanishing of the total volume flow through any 
section (cf. Appendix I) or 

v” = 0. (45) 

If, moreover, the gradients of temperature and concentrations 
could be neglected, (31) would reduce to 

Ta = J.w*I- + I*E, (46) 

with the total mass flow 

J = @v = c, @kvk, (47) 

or, eliminating the absolute flow Q,V, by means of (39) and (45), to 

(48) 

which were the basic equations for the treatment of the sedimenta- 
tion potential and electrophoresis given by D e G r o o t, M a z u r 
and Overbeek’). 

9 6. The sedimentation equilibrium for an zbncharged monodisperse 
system in the ultracentrifuge. The foregoing treatment until 9 5B is 
applicable to the particular case of an isothermal solution of one 
uncharged solute in a solvent, which case is of practical interest for 
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determining molecular masses by means of sedimentation in an 
ultracentrifuge. With n = 2, grad T = 0 and e, = e2 = 0, equation 
(31) reads 

Ta = J’;&{(l - pa,) ( A + 2v A 4 - (grad IU,)~,~} 2 0, (49) 

where we have eliminated J; by means of (30) and made use of the 
Gibbs-Duhem relation 

xf ek (grad I&,~ = 6 (50) 

and the identity 
X,$(1 -@evJ =o. (51) 

.According to the general procedure in thermodynamics of irrever- 
sible processes “) “) we can assume linear phenomenological relations 
between the fluxes and forces occurring in the entropy production: 

J’; = L ~~12’ {( 1 - Q zlr) (w*r + 2v r\w) - (grad ,uJP,r}. (52) 

Here L is a tensor of the second order. 
We first consider thermostatic equilibrium, i.e. the vanishing of 

the entropy production. Then from (49) and (52) it follows that 
fluxes and forces also vanish. Therefore, since in that case v, = v2, 
which for a closed vessel means that v = 0, we have 

(1 - QV,) w*r - (grad p,)e,r = 0. (53) 

This equation allows us to describe the distribution of the solute 
in sedimentation equilibrium with the help of 

(grad P,)P,~ = (aPl/wP,T grad n1 = @l/%)P,* grad Cl = 

= ~%I/~~,)P,T grad e,. (54) 
For an ideal solution 

(%4%)p,T = W~,n,~ (55) 

and with the help of 

dn,ldc, = nin2/c,c2 (56) 
and 

(ael/%)p,T = e2v2 (57) 
(cf. Appendix II) we find 

n;’ an,/& = M,(l - ev,) w*r/RT, (58) 

cl’ acl/a7 = { 1 - Cl (1 - M*/M,)} M,(,l - @V,) o*r/RT, (59) 

e;’ i3p,/&=N;1 XV,/&=M,[ 1- ev, (1 +c, (1 -ev,)}] w*r/RT n2. (60) 
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Equation (58) is the well-known S v e d b e r g equation (cf. 5) 
p. 46, equ. (91~)) for the sedimentation equilibrium. In practical 
applications to the determination of the molecular mass 1M, the 
expressions on the left-hand sides of (58)-(60) are taken to be equal. 
From the above it can be seen which approximations are necessary 
in order to justify this procedure. In practical cases M, < M,. 
Generally the solution will be molar diluted, so n2 M 1. If the solu- 
tion is so highly diluted that also c2 M 1 the right-hand sides of (59) 
and (60) reduce to the right-hand side of (58). 

3 7. The sedimentation velocity for an uncharged monodisperse 
system. Before considering the sedimentation process we want to 
give a proper definition of the diffusion coefficient. 

A. Definition of the diffusion coefficientd). 
As can be seen, e.g., from (49), in the case of isothermal diffusion in 
a binary uncharged system in the absence of external forces the 
entropy production at mechanical equilibrium (where the pressure 
P is uniform, cf. (33)) is given by 

Ta = - Jy * w;’ (+.+c,)~,, grad c,. (61) 

In general, the phenomenological relation between J; and the 
“force” occurring in (61) will be a tensorial relation. If transverse 
effects are negligible this relation reduces to a vectorial one for an 
isotropic fluid and can be written 

J’; = - wa c;’ Q D grad c,, (62) 

which is F i c k’s law and defines the diffusion coefficient D. (In the 
presence of external forces, the right-hand side of (62) would contain 
these forces as well, but one still could define w2 cl’e D as the coeffi- 
cient of - grad c,). From the invariance of Ta it follows that D is 
independent of the special choice of the wR, which can be seen imme- 
diately by inserting (62) in (61). Moreover, the relation (62) is 
symmetric in the two components: with (30) it follows from (62) 
that 

J; = - w,c;‘cDgradc,. (63) 

Finally, D has the same dimensions as a surface area divided by a 
time *). 

f) The introduction of the flows ,Ji and of the diffusion coefficient D having the prop- 

erties stated here is not restricted to the case of mechanical equilibrium or to the absence 
of a temperature gradient. 
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Of course, (62) allows us to express the flow (molar or in mass 
units) in terms of the gradient of n,, ,or or N,. One has, e.g., 

J(;,,,to, = - w+;’ ND grad n,, (64) 

or, with the help of (57), 

J’; = - wz (e202)-’ D grad pi. (65) 

It is now easy to derive the various forms in which I; i c k’s law 
is usually stated. We will give some of them here. 

The barycentric description (wk = ck) of the diffusion phenomenon 
leads to 

J, = er(vi - v) = - eD grad cl. 

With the molar description (wk = nR) (64) yields 

(66) 

J;fn,ol = iV,(v, - v’“) = - ND grad n,. (67) 

If one prefers to consider the diffusion with respect to the mean 
volrllne velocity (wk = ekvk), the most convenient relations, fitting in 
this scheme, are 

and 
Jy = e,(v, - v”) = - D grad Q,, (68) 

Jy ,,,, o, E N,(v, - v’) = - D grad N,. (69) 

Finally, taking relative flows with respect to the velocity of com- 
ponent 2, we have 

J; -e,(vi -va) = -c;‘eDgradc, (70) 
and 

J;,d = N,(v, - v2) = - n;’ ND grad n,. (71) 

Several authors “) “) have given relations between the diffusion 
coefficients, occurring in the various descriptions of the diffusion 
phenomenon. It is the advantage of the definition (62) of D that it 
immediately connects the various phenomenological coefficients 
which occur according to the choice of the reference velocity, the 
kind of flow and the gradient to which this flow is related. 

B. The sediment at i o n velocity. Another impor- 
tant method for determining molecular masses in the ultracentrifuge 
consists in following the sedimentation rate of the layer between 
solution and pure solvent. 

In order to find an expression for this velocity we start again from 
the relation (52). If we neglect, as we did in $3 5B and 7A, transverse 
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effects, the Coriolis force in (52) can be left out and the tensor L 
reduces for an isotropic fluid to a scalar L. Since by (62) the diffusion 
coefficient D is defined by taking the coefficient of - grad c, 
equal to wz C;‘Q D, we have 

L = w;pc;’ (+,/&,),; D, (72) 
or for an ideal solution 

L = wz p, M, DIRT n2. (73) 

As long as the system is still far from equilibrium the solution is 
homogeneous over a large region between the boundary (separating 
solution and pure solvent) and the outer wall, i.e. grad c, = 0. 
Therefore, in this region (52) becomes 

J; = w,e, M,D( 1 - e v,) dr/RT n2. (74) 

Introducing the mobility 

U;l = Iv, - val /M,( 1 - ev,) co*r, 

we can write equ. (74), using also (29), 

U; = w,DIRT n2, 

(75) 

(76) 

which can be considered as a generalization of the Einstein relation 
between diffusion coefficient and mobility. With the molar descrip- 
tion (UJ~ = nk) it takes the form 

U;l = DIRT. (77) 

We now can consider the flow (74) with respect to the mean 
volume velocity v’, which can be taken zero according to the bounda- 
ry condition (45). We thus have from (29) 

v, = e2v2M,D( 1 - pv,) w*r/RT n,, (78) 
or *) 

M, = n, RTIv,(/[l - p, (1 + c, (1 - ev,)}] Dw*~. (79) 

In the same way as in $6 one can make the approximation n2 m 1 
or the more restrictive approximation c2 w  1. The latter one would 
lead to the well-known S v e d b e r g equation 

M, = RT jv,l/(l - p,) Dw*Y. (80) 

The equations (78)-(80) are valid throughout the region where 

*) The above treatment also holds for a non-ideal solution if XT is replaced by 
@~,+/a In “,)P,=, where p,t is the partial molar Gibbs function. The formulae thus 
obtained correspond with those given by L a m m “). 

Physica XIX 70 
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grad cr is negligible. In practice one measures Iv,1 by observing a 
part of the boundary layer of which the motion also follows from 
(78)-(80). 

The S v e d b e r g equations have thus been derived in the 
framework of thermodynamics of irreversible processes which allows 
a rigorous definition of all quantities involved. Thus we have found 
the result (79) and as an approximation the customary relation (80). 
both containing well-defined quantities (D and ev,). In this way the 
non-equilibrium equation has been put on a basis which meets the 
same requirements of exactness as the equilibrium equation ‘). 

APPENDIX I 

The condition of vanishing volume flow ‘). The mean volume velo- 
city v”, defined in (39), can be shown to be zero if one can neglect 
transverse effects and if the partial specific volumes vk do not 
appreciably depend on pressure and concentrations. 

From the identity (40) it follows that 

z, vk ae,lat + c, ek av,lat = 0. (81) 

With the help of this identity and the conservation of mass (1) 
one obtains 

div v” = 2, ek( &,/at + vk. grad Q). (82) 

The expression at the right-hand side in parentheses is seen to be 
the substantial time derivative of vR in the direction of vk and is zero 
according to the above assumption. 

The same assumption allows us to write 

rot v” = E, rot vkJR + rot v = C, vk rot J, ‘+ rot v. (83) 

As was stated in $3, linear relations exist between the components 
of the fluxes and forces occurring in the entropy production. As can 
be seen from (17), this means that a tensorial relation exists between 
J, and the forces X, and Xi (i = 1, . . . , n) given in (18) and (19). 
If we then can neglect transverse effects (and in particular disregard 
the Coriolis force), the isotropy of the fluid reduces this tensorial 
relation to a vectorial one of the form 

and in consequence 
J, = Ej Lki grad Yi, (84) 

rot J, = xi grad L,,. A grad Yj. (85) 
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This expression vanishes since, in accordance with the neglecting of 
transverse effects, grad Lki is parallel to grad Yi. 

The supposition, made throughout the whole treatment, that 
viscous phenomena do not give an appreciable contribution to the 
entropy production, allows US to neglect the quantities avi/axi + 
+ avi/axi (i, i Cartesian coordinates). Since the tangential component 
of v vanishes at the wall, this gives rot v = 0. 

As a consequence, rot v” = 0, which combines with div v” =.O and 
the fact that the normal component of v” vanishes at the boundary 
to yield the condition of vanishing volume flow v” = 0. 

APPENDIX II 

Equation (56) is readily derived from the definition of the mole 
fractions 

ni = (c,/~J/(c,/~, + c,lM,), (i = 1, 2). (86) 
In order to arrive at equation (57) we consider a homogeneous 

mixture of n components containing the masses mk (k = 1, . . . , n) 
in a volume V. The partial specific volumes vk are then defined by 

vk = (av/amk)p,T,nzi. (87) 

Since V is a homogeneous function of the first degree of the mR, we 
have the Euler relation 

v = +%,v,, (88) 
and hence 

6V = Ci vk dm, + Ci mk dv,. (89) 

On the other hand, we have with constant P and T 

6v = xf (av/amk)p,T,,i d?ik = cf vk 6mk, (90) 

which combines with (89) to yield for constant P and T 

Zi mk 6v, = 0. (91) 

Introducing the density ek = m,/V, we can write equations (88) 
and (91) in the form 

1 = c;g, Vk (94 
and 

2; @k &I, = 0, (93) 
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respectively. From these relations it then follows that for constant 
P and T 

z; Vk de, = 0. (94) 

For a binary system we can take P, T and c, as state variables and 
(94) leads to 

VI WWP,?. + 212 @?2IWP,T = 0 (95) 

or, writing e2 as g,(c;’ - l), 

hl%)P,r = e2v2. (96) 

Equation (58) follows immediately from (53), (54) and (55). In 
order to derive (59) one needs (+A,/&,)~,~ which can be calculated 
from (55) and (56) : 

(WWP,T = RT n,/M,c,c, = RT/M,c, {l - c, (1 - M,/M,)}, (97) 

where the definition (86) of n2 has been used. Finally, we can write, 
taking P, T and Q, as state variables, 

+I = &4PeJp,2- de,, (98) 
for constant P, T. Passing on to P, T and c, as state variables, 
we then find that 

which combines with (97) and (57) to give (2/l,/@,)p,T and so equa- 
tion (60). 
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